The benefit of small bowel and pelvic bone sparing in excluding common iliac lymph node region from conventional radiation fields in patients with uterine cervical cancer: a dosimetric study.
The purpose of this study was to compare dose reduction to the small bowel and sacral bone by two-field and four-field techniques when the common iliac lymph node region is excluded from the radiation field in external beam radiotherapy of uterine cervical cancer. Thirteen patients with cervical cancer were entered into the study. Conventional treatment plans based on bony landmarks were made with parallel-opposed two-field technique (C2F) and four-field box technique (C4F). Modified C2F (M2F) and C4F (M4F) plans of excluding the common iliac lymph node region from the conventional radiation fields were created in reference to the bifurcations of pelvic arteries in computed tomography images. For each patient, the dose volume histograms for the small bowel and sacral bone resulting from the C2F, C4F, M2F, and M4F plans were compared. The volumes were obtained at 10 levels of prescribed dose, at increments of 10%, from 5 Gy to 50 Gy. By sparing both small bowel and sacral bone, the M2F and M4F plans were significantly better than the C2F and C4F plans at any dose level (p < 0.05), respectively. In addition, the M4F plan was significantly better than the M2F plan in sparing both small bowel at 10-50% of the prescribed dose (p < 0.05) and sacral bone at 40-100% of the prescribed dose (p < 0.05). The present study suggests that modified treatment planning could be useful for selected patients for reducing small bowel complications and insufficiency fracture after radiotherapy.